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NASA and ESA agreed to cooperate on future Earth science missions and related activities in an effort to better understand climate change.
NASA and ESA sign agreement on climate science cooperation
Our powerful telescopes have been looking for life outside earth, but have you ever wondered if other solar systems are 'looking back' at us, for life on our planet? If so, how many of the stars ...
Do you know how many stars may have 'seen' life on earth? Scientists have the answer
The recently formed Caltech Center for Comparative Planetary Evolution, or 3CPE, brings together experts from an array of different fields to study how planetary systems work, according to the ...
Caltech s Center for Comparative Planetary Evolution Looks to the Sky For Answers About Earth
Juno, NASA s flagship mission to Jupiter, marks five years at the solar system s largest planet today, having been in space for nearly 10 years since its launch. Juno quickly became one of NASA

s most ...

Five years on, Juno science reveals answers to zodiacal lights, Jovian auroras
Don Lincoln, a senior scientist at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), near Chicago, is one of the scientists trying to answer ... Science. JoAnna Wendel is a freelance science writer ...
What is the smallest particle in the universe? (What about the largest?)
The upcoming Inspiration4 mission is set to launch civilians into space for three days in a push for future commercial spaceflights.
SpaceX's Head of First All-Civilian Spaceflight Details 'High Intensity' Training
Dido Harding was summoned to appear in front of the public accounts committee to answer for her sprawling great white elephant.
Silence fell... how on earth could she talk of her pride? HENRY DEEDES watches Dido Harding's appearance before the public accounts committee
In the midst of a climate crisis with 8 billion humans on the globe, it s absurd to say that what s lacking is babies, says science journalist Laura Spinney ...
Why declining birth rates are good news for life on Earth
NASA astronauts Megan McArthur and Shane Kimbrough will be answering questions live from the International Space Station Monday morning, July 12, from North Carolina school kids.
Astronauts aboard the International Space Station to answer questions from NC students
A study published today in the journal Nature offers new perspective and possible answers. Scientists knew that the ocean floor at the northern part of the island, where the plates slide slowly ...
New Study Helps to Explain Silent Earthquakes Along New Zealand s North Island
The science-minded tend to love brain teasers ... And that's what really matters! You'll find the answers below the image of Star Trek's Data and Geordi, dressed as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. 1.
Five Science Brain Teasers That May Leave You Stumped
China has successfully tested an experimental spacecraft that state media has hailed "an important symbol of China's rise from a space power to a space superpower". The vessel was described by the ...
China takes a step towards developing space plane with test flight hailed as symbol of country s rise as a space superpower
Perhaps no one should be surprised that the recently released government report on UFOs reached few firm conclusions, other than to suggest that the Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task Force that wrote ...
Do extraterrestrials exist? We don t need a government report to answer that
It's a treasure trove of data: the global vegetation database 'sPlotOpen' is now freely accessible. It contains balanced, representative data on vegetation from 114 countries and from all climate ...
Database of vegetation of planet Earth
Taylor is the current president of the Flat Earth Society of Canada, or at least was until she vanished. Seeker was an early member of the society who went to Fogo Island in the early 1970s for ...
Lougheed House exhibit about the Flat Earth Society of Canada melds fact and fabrication
Students from three states will hear from astronauts from three different countries aboard the International Space Station next week. The Earth-to-space calls will air live on NASA Television, the ...
NC, Wisconsin, NY Students to Hear from Astronauts on Space Station
the answer might be a ginormous comet , according to a new paper published in the journal Earth-Science Reviews. About 14,500 years ago, the Earth started to heat up. The ice sheets that had ...
Catastrophic Comet Strike Likely Sparked Dawn Of Civilization, Say Researchers
Say hello to Earth 300, the beautiful research supervessel that aims to be the Noah

s Ark of science ... behind the Earth 300 have failed to answer: will

normal

passengers be ...
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